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Background Information:
We have been seeing increasing imports of pre-fabricated sturctural steel products from ports in
China into North America being damaged due to inadequate lashing and securing. This bulletin
describes these issues in more detail and provides guidance on good lashing practices to
minimise cargo damage claims.

Structural Steel and Pre-fabricated Structural Steel:
Unlike loading and securing of standard structural steel (like profiles, channels, girders,
angles/bulbs etc.) which are usually of uniform length and shape and thus securing such cargoes
do not pose problems as opposed to pre-fabricated structural steel products which are anything
but uniform and come in highly irregular shape and size with numerous protrusions which makes
its lashing and securing a complex task if not properly planned in advance.
There are many good references and guidelines out there for stowing and securing of break-bulk
cargoes but the pre-fabricated structural steel being mostly of irregular shape and size there are
no set guidelines to follow - the question is how to lash and secure such cargoes?

Why should we care: Leave it to the Stevedores?
Not everyone understands the dynamic motions of a vessel at sea - ship movements are divided
into three types of linear and three types of rotational motion – also known as “6 degrees of
freedom”. Examples of linear motion are surging, swaying and heaving; while rotational motion is
rolling, pitching and yawing. Rolling angles of 300- 350 are not unsual in extremely heavy weather
with beam seas and it is easy to imagine what that means for inadequately secured cargoes.
On one instance we were overseeing a lashing of a project cargo which was not lashed in the hold
because the stevedores thought that it was so huge and heavy that it won’t move! Many
experienced stevedores who having worked their entire lives in break bulk environment still
cannot differentiate between Maximum Securing Load (MSL) and Breaking Strength (BS) and
would consider the latter value in load restraining calculation which in turn will lead to a false
belief that the lashing configuration used is over and above what is required!
It is very easy for the carrier to shift the blame onto the charterers and rely on a clause in the
charter party that the charterers shall perform all cargo handling, including but limited to loading,
stowing, lashing, securing, dunnaging etc. at their risk and expense or it could also be the other
way round if there is no such clause and thus the owners are ultimately responsible. Whatever
the case may be, it should be noted that the ultimate responsibilty for safe stowage and carriage
of cargoes lies with the Master of the vessel who has the over-riding authority to suspend cargo
operations and take whatever action neccesssary to ensure the safety of the vessel, its crew and
the cargo. It is for this reason many charterers and owners choose to employ it’s own supercargo
/ port captain or hire an independent surveyor to oversee the cargo operations. A supercargo or a
port captain will have extensive knowledge in this field and will be able to liase with stevedores
more efficiently addressing any concerns that the Master may have and thus get the job done
quickly.
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Lashing and Securing of Pre-fabricated Structural Steel:
We often find stevedores using top-over lashing chains/wires to secure the cargo which
essentially is a frictional type lashing where the pre-tensioning is achieved using ratchets. In
marine transportation however, direct lashing with looping is most effective securing means to
counteract lateral slippage (lateral or sideways acceleration is largest in maritime transportation)
and with the complex dynamic motions especially in heavy weather this method of lashing can
prove very effective.
Always remember that the MSL or WLL (Working Load Limit) of a tie-down assembly (chains,
wires, binders, shackles, securing D-rings etc.) is the lowest MSL or WLL in that assembly.
How can this be done? There is no easy way due to the highly irregular shape of the cargo as
mentioned above but loop lashings can be passed around the pre-fabricated structural
components with the end of the loops secured to various attachment points on the vessel’s deck
or hold bulkheads. It goes without saying that edge protectors etc. should be used as required to
prevent chafing / abrasion damage to the structural steel. This method of lashing at first may
seem like an arduous and time consuming task but with pre-planning and use of the lashing
material ‘intelligently’ a safe and secure stow could be achieved.

Points to Ponder:
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Lashing of irregular shaped and sized cargoes is more than an art than a science.



Pre-planning of loading/securing such cargoes is of utmost importance. Stowage spaces
should be selected according the the sensitivity of the cargo and anticipated accelerations
during the sea passage.



Cargo should preferably be stowed in fore & aft direction and stowage of such cargoes on
deck should be avoided.



Cargo must be secured in such a way that it cannot shift during the sea passage by filling
the gaps using a combination of at least 3” x 3” square timber dividers, adequate size
wedges driven between the bundles, steel banding and in particular the top tier must be
secured in all cases.



It is equally important to fill the gaps between the cargo and the hold bulkheads using
similar methods.



Direct loop lashings should be used to secure the bundles to a tie-down attachment point
on the deck or sides. Under no circumstance should the vessel’s structure (such underdeck pillars, ladders, openings etc) be used as an attachment point.



Always protect the cargo from chafing, abrasions, scratching and other mechanical
damage.



Steel-to-steel contact should be avoided by using square lumber of appropriate size,
beams and boards underneath and in between the bundles. This will also increase the
friction co-efficient making loads less prone to sliding.



Any broken strapping/banding should be re-banded or secured as soon as possbile. This is
particularly important during discharging as individual parts may hinder safe cargo
handling and suffer damage making the products unusable for it’s intended use.



While every effort should be made to follow the guidelines, recommendations and
requirements of the CSS* Code and vessels CSM* but Masters should always consult the
Class Society if modifications to the vessel’s structure, securing points etc. be necessary.

*CSS: Code of Safe Practice for Cargo Stowage and Securing
*CSM: Cargo Securing Manual

Disclaimer: This loss prevention bulletin is based on the author’s own research, knowledge and experience in the
subject matter and should only be used for reference rather than being taken as a legal advice for any particular
case or used for any other purpose.
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Photo 1& 2: showing cargo of pre-fabricated structural steel at the LOADING PORT
Is this an example of a perfect stow? To an untrained eye it probably looks secure. However, lot of gaps have been
left between the bundles as well as between the hold bulk heads and the cargo. Also wrong size timber - in some
cases ½ inch have been used for chocking.
Sometimes it is difficult to put loop wire/chain lashings – in that case the bundles should be stowed in such a way
that no gap is left in between to avoid any unwanted movement. The chains running transversely on top of the
bundles from side to side do not serve any purpose other than keeping the bundles bound together.
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Photo 3: showing cargo of pre-fabricated structural steel at the DISCHARGING PORT
The cargo is seen shifted towards the aft hold bulkhead.

Photo 4: As in # 3 closer view
Issues: Inadequate dunnage and size used. Steel to steel contact. Lack of adequate chocking
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Photo 5 : As in # 3 closer view
Issues: Inadequate dunnage. Steel to steel contact. Lack of adequate chocking. Damage to flanges etc.

Photo 6 : Resulting damages
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About AVA MARINE GROUP:
AVA Marine is a professional marine surveying and consultancy firm – founded and led by its principal marine
surveyor Kaivan H. Chinoy. The Company provides a comprehensive range of specialist marine surveying, marine
loss control & consultancy services primarily in Western Canada and the West Coast of the United States
To learn more about our marine surveying capabilities, visit our website at ava-marine.com
AVA Marine | Bunker Detective is also the member of the AIMU (American Institute of Marine Underwriters), CBMU
(Canadian Board of Marine Underwriters) and MIABC (Marine Insurance Association of British Columbia) and the
IBIA (The International Bunker Industry Association)
Global Network: Toronto |Houston| |Panama| Veracruz | Rio de Janeiro |Buenos Aires / San Lorenzo |Amsterdam |

Singapore |Shanghai
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